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Abstract 

Fraenkel and Tanny in [9] introduced Wythoff-like games, denoted by ( ).Wyt f  

We define a class of new games based on a given ( ):Wyt f  Let KΓ  be the new 

game obtained from ( )fWyt  by adjoining to it the first K P-positions as 

additional moves. For an integer ,1≥m  if the set of all P-positions of mΓ  does 

not equal to the set of all P-positions of ,1−Γm  we call m a jump-point of 

( ).Wyt f  

The main purpose of this paper is to analyze the structure and total number of 
jump-points of ( )fWyt  for ( ) sxxf =  with integer coefficient .2≥s  It turns out 

that 1 is the only jump-point if ,2=s  and 1 and 2 are the only two jump-points 

if .3≥s  
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1. Introduction 

By game we mean a combinatorial game; we restrict our attention to 
classical impartial games. There are two conventions: in normal play 
convention, the player first unable to move is the loser (his opponent the 
winner); in misère play convention, the player first unable to move is the 
winner (his opponent the loser). The positions from which the previous 
player can win regardless of the opponent’s moves are called P-positions, 
and those from which the next player can win regardless of the 
opponent’s moves are called N-positions. See [1, 2]. 

Wythoff ’s game is played with two piles of tokens. Each player can 
either remove any positive number of tokens from a single pile (Nim-rule) 
or remove the same positive number of tokens from both piles (Wythoff-
rule). All P-positions of Wythoff ’s game under normal play convention 
were given in [12]. All P-positions of Wythoff ’s game under misère play 
convention were determined in [7]. 

Given a game ,Γ  let ( )ΓM  be the set of all moves of Γ  and ( )ΓP  be 

the set of all P-positions of .Γ  If ( ) ( ),1Γ⊂Γ MM  we call 1Γ  an extension 
of .Γ  In many papers devoted to variations of Wythoff ’s game, new rules 
are adjoined to the original ones. In particular, the following extensions 
can be found in the literature. 

1.1. Wythoff-like games 

Fraenkel in [5] introduced the so-called ( )ts, -Wythoff ’s game, where 
the Wythoff-rule is changed into the More General Wythoff-rule: Take 
tokens from both piles, 0>k  from one pile and 0>  from the other, 
such that .kk ts +<≤<0  Under normal or misère play convention, all 
P-positions of ( )ts, -Wythoff’s game were given in [5, 10] for all integers s, 

.1≥t  

Fraenkel and Tanny in [9] defined an even more general version of the 
game by replacing ,0,, >+ tstsk  by an arbitrary function 00: ≥≥ → ZZf  

and requiring that ( ),0 kk f<≤<  the ( )fWyt -rule. Hence, for any 

function f, one has a Wythoff-like game, denoted by ( ).Wyt f  
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1.2. Pure P-extension 

It was pointed out in Section 6 of [4] that interesting games can be 
obtained by adjoining to a given game an appropriate subset of its            
P-positions as moves. Such an extension is called to be pure P-extension, 
i.e., all additional moves are P-positions. For example, Wythoff ’s game is 
2-pile Nim with all P-positions adjoined. The idea was also exploited in 
[8] to examine games which bridge Nim and Wythoff ’s game. The papers 
[6] and [11] are devoted to the new games obtained by adjoining to a 
given game Γ  its P-positions as additional moves, where Γ  are                          
a-Wythoff ’s game and ( )ts, -Wythoff ’s game, respectively.  

The following questions 1 and 2 are nature: 

Question 1. Are there a pair of games Γ  and eΓ  with ( ) ( )eΓ⊂Γ MM  

such that ( ) ( ),Γ≠Γ PP e  i.e., an extension of Γ  do not preserve the same 

set of P-positions of ?Γ  

Question 2. Are there a pair of games Γ  and eΓ  with ( ) ( )eΓ⊂Γ MM  

such that ( ) ( ),Γ=Γ PP e  i.e., an extension of Γ  gives the same set of      

P-positions of ?Γ  

The answer to question 1 is ordinary. Normally, a slight change on 
the rule-set of Γ  would lead to the change of the whole set of P-positions 
of .Γ  As an example, let Γ  be Wythoff ’s game. The partial result of [3] 
showed us that ( ) ( )Γ≠Γ PP r  for any restriction rΓ  of ,Γ  i.e., no strict 
subset of rules of Wythoff ’s game gives the same set of P-positions. Note 
that Γ  is an extension .rΓ  

Generally, under normal play convention, adjoining to ( )fWyt  a        
P-position do not preserve the same set of P-positions of ( ) ( )0,0:Wyt f  is 

a P-position. Let ( )kk BA ,  with 1≥k  be a P-position of ( )fWyt  and eΓ  

be the game obtained from ( )fWyt  by adjoining to it the P-position 
( )kk BA ,  as an additional move. Then ( ) ( ) ( ),0,0, eBA Γ∈→ Pkk  i.e., 
( )kk BA ,  is an N-position of .eΓ  Hence ( )eΓP  is not the same set of all 
P-positions of ( ).Wyt f  
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The answer to question 2 is also ordinary. Let Γ  be a-Wythoff ’s 
game, i.e., ( ) axxf +=  in ( ).Wyt f  The authors in [6] considered three 

new games under normal play convention: Let 1Γ  ( )32,.,resp ΓΓ  be the 

game obtained from Γ  by adjoining to it the P-position ( ) =11, BA  

( )1,1 +a  (resp., two P-positions ( )11, BA  and ( )),, 33 ++ aa BA  all            

P-positions {( )}nnn BA ,1∪∞
=

 as additional moves. It turns out that 

( )3ΓP  ( )1Γ= P  if ,2=a  and ( ) ( )23 Γ=Γ PP  if .2>a  These two facts 

give a positive answer to question 2. The fact ( ) ( )Γ≠Γ PP 1  answers 

affirmatively question 1. 

1.3. Our games and results 

We consider the following ordered pure P-extension: Given a function 
f and assume that the set of all P-positions of ( )fWyt  under normal play 

convention is ( ) {( )}nnn BAf ,0∪∞
=

=P  with ( ) =00, BA  ( ).0,0  Let 

1≥K  be an integer. By ,KΓ  we denote the new game obtained from 

( )fWyt  by adjoining to it the first K P-positions ( )iiKi BA ,1 ≤≤∪  as 

additional moves. In particular, let ( ).0 fWyt=Γ  

For an integer ,1≥m  if ( ) ( ),1−Γ≠Γ mm PP  we call m a jump-point 

of ( ).Wyt f  Otherwise, we call m a stable-point of ( ).fWyt  Obviously, 

( ) ( ),01 Γ≠Γ PP  i.e., 1 is a jump-point of ( ).Wyt f  

The main purpose of this paper is to analyze the structure and total 
number of jump-point of ( ).Wyt f  It is not easy to give a complete answer 

as the function f has many different forms. The authors in [6] considered 
the case ( ) txxf +=  with integer .2≥t  Their results showed us that 1 

and 3+t  are the only two jump-points if ,2>t  and 1 is the only jump-
point if .2=t  The paper [11] was concerned with the question 2 for 
( ) .tsxxf +=  It turned out that there are many stable-points, but the 

total number of jump-points can not be determined. 
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Let us briefly present the content of this paper. The present paper is 
devoted to ordered pure P-extensions KΓ  for ( ) sxxf =  with integer 

coefficient ,2≥s  under normal play convention. Theorem 3 gives the set 
( )1ΓP  of all P-positions of 1Γ  for all integers .2≥s  Theorem 4 shows us 

that ( ) ( )1Γ=Γ PP K  for all integers 1≥K  if ,2=s  i.e., 1 is the only 

jump-point. Theorem 6 determines the set ( )2ΓP  of all P-positions of 2Γ  

for all integers ,3≥s  and shows that ( ) ( )2Γ=Γ PP K  for all integers 

3≥K  and .3≥s  This fact, together with Remark 1, implies that 1 and 
2 are the only two jump-points for all integers .3≥s  

2. All Jump-Points of KΓ  with ( ) sxxf =  

Definition 1. Given a function f and assume that the set of all          

P-positions of ( )fWyt  is {( )}.,0 nnn BA∪∞
=

 Let 1≥K  be an integer. By 

,KΓ  we denote the new game obtained from ( )fWyt  by adjoining to 

( )fWyt  the P-positions ( )iiKi BA ,1 ≤≤∪  as additional moves. More 

clearly, three rules of moves of KΓ  are allowed: 

Type I. A player may remove any positive number of tokens from a 
single pile, possibly the entire pile. 

Type II. A player may take tokens from both piles, 0>k  from one 
pile and 0>  from the other. This move is restricted by the condition 

( ).0 kk f<≤<   (1) 

Type III. A player takes tokens from both piles, iA  tokens from one 

pile and iB  tokens from the other, where { }.,,2,1 Ki …∈  

When analyzing the P-positions we frequently use the mex function: 
Let S be a finite set of nonnegative integers. Then mex(S) is defined to be 
the least nonnegative integer not in S. In particular, ( ) .00mex =/  

In [9], the authors gave the following results: Let ( ) sxxf =  with 

.2≥s  Under normal play convention, we have 
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( ) {( ) ( )},,,,
0

0 nnnn
n

ABBA∪
∞

=

=ΓP  (2) 

where for ,0≥n  

{ }







=

<≤=

.

,0,mex

nn

iin

sAB

niBAA
 (3) 

For the case ,1=s  i.e., ( ) ,xxf =  the moves of Type II cannot be done 
and the original game reduces to Nim on Two Piles. This special case is 
omitted by this paper. We define two sequences nC  and nD  which will 
be used to present the formula of ( ).1ΓP  

Lemma 2. Given any ( ) sxxf =  with ,2≥s  we define two sequences 

nC  and :nD  

{ }

( )











+−=

<≤=

≥==

.21

,0,

,1000

nCsD

niDCmexC

nntegeriforandDC

nn

iin  (4) 

Then 

(1) Both nC  and nD  are strictly increasing sequences. 

(2) nnn GnCD >+≥ 2  for any integer .1≥n  

(3) { }.2,11 ∈− −nn CC  

(4) { }.2,11 ssDD nn +∈− −  Moreover, 11 +=− − sDD nn  if and only 

if sDDCC nnnn 2;1 11 =−=− −−  if and only if .21 =− −nn CC  

(5) For integers ,0≥≥ in  we have ( ).2 inCCin in −≤−≤−  

(6) For integers ,0≥> in  we have ( ).inin CCsDD −≥−  

(7) For integers ,0≥> in  we have 

.inininin DCCCDDCD −≥−>−≥−   (5) 
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Proof. (1) By the definition of nC,mex  is strictly increasing 
sequence. Also for ,1≥n  

( ) ( ) .021 11 >+−−=− −− nnnn CCsDD  

(2) The condition 2≥s  implies that ( ) nnnn CnCnCsD >+≥+−= 221  
for .1≥n  

(3) By (1), nC  is strictly increasing sequence, i.e., .01 >− −nn CC  
Suppose .21 >− −nn CC  Then 

{ },0,mex21 111 nDCCCCC nnnn <≤=<+<+< −−− kkk  

i.e., { }.0,2,1 11 nDCCC nn <≤∈++ −− kkk  Then we have ,11 +−nC  

,2 1
01 kk

DC n
n ∪ −

=− ∈+  i.e., there exist two integers { }1,,1,0, −∈ nti …  

with ti <  such that 11 += −ni CD  and .21 += −nt CD  Thus, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,111211 ≥−≥−−>−+−−=−= sCCsitCCsDD ititit  

a contradiction. Hence { }.2,11 ∈− −nn CC  

(4) If ,11 =− −nn CC  then ( ) ( ) .121 11 +=+−−=− −− sCCsDD nnnn   
If ,21 =− −nn CC  then ( ) ( ) .221 11 sCCsDD nnnn =+−−=− −−  

(5) By (3), we have ( ) ( ).21
1

inCCCCin jj
n

ij
in −≤−=−≤− −

+=
∑  

(6) For integers ,0≥> in  by (5), we have 

( ) ( ) iCsnCsDD inin 2121 −−−+−=−  

( ) ( ) ( )inCCs in −+−−= 21  

( ) ( ) inin CCCCs −+−−≥ 1  

( ).is CCs −=  

(7) By (6), we have ( ) .ininin CCCCsDD −>−≥−  Then by (2), 

inininin DCCCDDCD −≥−>−≥−  for integers .0≥> in  

The proof is completed.   
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Theorem 3. Given ( ) sxxf =  with 2≥s  by ( )sKP  we denote the set 

of all P-positions of .KΓ  Then for ,1=K  

( ) {( ) ( )},,,,
0

1 nnnn
n

CDDCs ∪
∞

=

=P  (6) 

where nC  and nD  are determined by Equation (4). 

Proof. We use the notation ( ) ( )2211 ,, yxyx →  if there is a legal 

move from ( )11, yx  to ( )., 22 yx  

Proof of Fact I. Every move from any position ( )su 1P∈  results in 

a position not in ( )s1P  by any legal move of .1Γ  Let ( )nn DCu ,=  be a 

position in ( ).1 sP  

(1) Suppose that ( ) ( )iinn DCDCu ,, →=  be a move of Type I. 

If in CC =  and ,in DD >  then in CC =  implies in =  since nC  is 

strictly increasing sequence. Thus ,in DD =  which contradicts .in DD >  

If in DD =  and ,in CC >  then in DD =  implies in =  since nD  is 

strictly increasing sequence. Thus ,in CC =  which contradicts .in CC >  

(2) Suppose that ( ) ( )iinn DCDCu ,, →=  with ni <≤0  be a move 

of Type II. By Lemma 2(7), we have inininin DCCCDDCD −≥−>−≥−  

for integers .0≥> in  It suffices to consider the following two 
possibilities: 

(2.1) ( ) ( )iinn DCDC ,, →  with 0>−= in CCk  and .0>−= in DD  

Now .0>> k  By Lemma 2(6), we have ( ) =−≥−= CiCsDD nin  

( ),kfk =s  which contradicts ( ).0 kk f<≤<  

(2.2) ( ) ( )iinn CDDC ,, →  with in DC −=1k  and .1 in CD −=  
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By Lemma 2(6) and (7), we have 011 >> k  and 

( ) ( ) ( ),111 kk fsDCsCCsDDCD inininin ==−≥−≥−≥−=  

which contradicts ( ).0 111 kk f<≤<  

(3) Suppose that ( ) ( )iinn DCDCu ,, →=  with ni <≤0  be a move 

of Type III. By Equation (5) and ,1 11 sBA =<=  we only need to 

consider the following two cases: 

(3.1) ( ) ( )iinn DCDC ,, →  with 1ACC in =−  and .1BDD in =−  

It follows from Lemma 2(4) that 

( ) ( ) ( )DiDDDDDDDB innnnin −++−+−=−= +−−− 12111  

( ) ( )1+−≥ sin  

,1Bs =>  

a contradiction. 

(3.2) ( ) ( )iinn DCDC ,, →  with 1ADC in =−  and .1BCD in =−  

It follows from Lemma 2(2) and (4) that inin DDCDB −≥−=1  

( ) ( ) .1 1Bssin =>+−≥  This is a contradiction. 

Proof of Fact II. For any position ( ) ( ),, 1 syxu P∈/=  we can move 

from u to ( )sv 1P∈  by a legal move of .1Γ  

If ,0=> xy  then we move ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )syyx 10,0,0, P∈→=  by a legal 

move of Type I. Without loss of generality, we assume .1≥≥ xy  We 
have either nCx =  or nDx =  for some integer .1≥n  

Case (i) .nDx =  Now ,nn CDxy >=≥  we can move ( ) =yx,  

( ) ( ) ( )sCDyD nnn 1,, P∈→  by taking 0>− nCy  tokens from the heap 

of size y. 
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Case (ii) .nCx =  Now .nDy ≠  We consider four following 
possibilities: (1) ;nDy >  (2) ;1−= nDy  (3) ;1−<≤ nn DysC  (4) =nC  

.nsCyx <≤  

(1) .nDy >  We move ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,, 1 sDCyCyx nnn P∈→=  by a legal 

move of Type I. 

(2) .1−= nDy  Now we move 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,1,, 111 sDCDCyx nnnn P∈→−= −−  

with 1−−= nn CCk  and .1 1−−−= nn DD  This is a legal move. Indeed, 

( ) ( ) ( ) .11111 11 +−=+−−=−−= −− ksCCsDD nnnn  

By Lemma 2(3), { }.2,11 ∈−= −nn CCk  If ,1 1A==k  then ,1Bs ==  
giving a legal move of Type III. If ,2=k  then ( ),2122 kk fss =<=−<=  
giving a legal move of Type II. 

(3) .1−<≤ nn DysC  Now we move 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,, 1 sDCyCyx iin P∈→=  

where in CC −=k  and iDy −=  and ( ) .11 +−−−= nCsyi n  This is 
a legal move of Type II: Note that .11 ≥+−≥ nCi n  

(a) .0>k  Indeed, 1−< nDy  implies that ( ) nCsDi nn −−−−< 11  
.1 n=+  Thus .0>−= in CCk  

(b) .k≥  By the definition of i, we have ( ) .11 −++−= inCsy n  
Thus, 

( ) ( ) .11 k=−≥−−+−−=−= inini CCinCCsDy  

(c) .ks<  It follows from Lemma 2(5) that 

( ) ( ) 11 −−+−−=−= inCCsDy ini  

( ) ( ) ( ) 11 −−+−−≤ inin CCCCs  

.ks<  
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(4) .nn sCyxC <≤=  We move ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),0,0,, 1 syCyx n P∈→=  by 

a legal move of Type II: ( ).0 kk fsCyC nn =<=≤=<  

The proof is complete.   

Theorem 4. Given ( ) sxxf =  with ,2=s  by ( )sKP  we denote the set 

of all P-positions of .KΓ  Then for all integers ,2≥K  

( ) ( ),1 ssK PP =  

where 1P  is determined by Equations (6) and (4). 

Proof. Recall that KΓ  is obtained by adjoining to 1Γ  the moves 

( ).,2 ii
K
i BA∪ =

 We show that the addition of these moves leaves the         

P-positions of 1Γ  invariant. The proof is based on Theorem 3. 

Proof of Fact I. Let ( )nn DC ,  be a position in ( ),1 sP  the proof of 

Fact I in Theorem 3 implies that ( )nn DCu ,=  lands in a position not in 
( )s1P  by any legal move of Types I or II, or the move ( ) ( )2,1, 11 =BA  of 

Type III. 

It suffices to show that the move ( ) ( ),,, iinn DCDC →  for every 
,0≥> in  can not be ( )kk BA ,  for any integer { }:,,3,2 K…∈k  

Case 1. Suppose that there exists an integer 2≥k  such that 

in CCA −=k  and .in DDB −=k  Let { } { }., 11 jjjj DDCC ∪∪ ∞
=

∞
=

==  

By ( ),U  we denote the number of elements in a given set U. We define 

{ }

( )

( )











=

=

≤<=

.

,

,andintegeranis

DSn

CSn

CxCxxS

D

C

ni

∩

∩  

Then ( ) ( ) kACCSnnS inDC =−=+= ,  and .innC −=  Thus 

.DnAin −=− k   (7) 
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Let Dnr =:  be the number of elements in D between iC  and ,nC  i.e., 
.rinA +−=k  

By the definitions of nA  and .2,1,0, 1100 ===== sBABABn  
Thus { } 32,1,0mex2 ==≥ AAk  for any integer .2≥k  If ≤=− 3,1in  

,21 ≤−=−= + iiin CCCCAk  a contradiction. If ,1>− in  there are 

rjjj DDD +++ ,,, 21 …  between iC  and nC  such that 11 +≥+ ij CD  and 

.1−≤+ nrj CD  Then, 

( ) .22111 −+−=−=+−−≤− ++ rinACCDD injrj k  

On the other hand, by Lemma 2(4), we have ( ) ( )111 +−≥− ++ srDD jrj  

( ).13 −= r  Hence ( ) ,213 −+−≤− rinr  i.e., .inr −<  

By Lemma 2(4), we have 

( ) ( ) ( )iinnnnin DDDDDDDD −++−+−=− +−−− 1211 …  

( ) ( ) rssrin 21 ++−−=  

( ) rinsrin −−++−=  

rinsA −−+= k  

,kk BsA =>  

which contradicts .in DDB −=k  

Case 2. Suppose that in DCA −=k  and in CDB −=k  for any 
.1≥> in  By Lemma 2(6) and (7), we have sDDCD inin ≥−>−  

( ) ( ) ,kk BsACCsCC inin ==−≥−  which contradicts .in CDB −=k  

Proof of Fact II. Let u be a position which is not in ( ).1 sP  The proof 

of Fact II in Theorem 3 implies that we can move from u to ( )sv 1P∈  by 

a legal move of .1Γ  We note that the set of legal moves of 1Γ  is a subset 
of legal moves of .KΓ  Hence, we can move from u to ( )sv 1P∈  by a legal 

move of .KΓ  
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The proof is completed.   

Remark 1. If ( ) sxxf =  with ,3≥s  it follows from Equation (3) that 

.3,1,0 1100 ≥==== sBABA  Thus { } 2,1,0mex 12 ==≥ BAAk  for 

.2≥k  In the proof of Case 1 in Theorem 4, if ,1=− in  then 
rinA +−== 22  implies ,1=r  i.e., there exists an integer j such that 

.1+<< iji CDC  Thus 21 2 ACC ii ==−+  and 

( ) ( ) ( ) .221 2211 BAfsCCsDD iiii ===+−−=− ++  

Hence adjoining ( )22, BA  to 1Γ  will change the set ( ).1 sP    

Theorem 6 presents the explicit formula of ( )s2P  for all integers 

3≥s  by two new sequences nG  and nH  defined in Lemma 5. Moreover, 

Theorem 6 shows that ( ) ( )ssK 2PP =  for all integers 3≥K  and .3≥s  

Lemma 5. Given ( ) sxxf =  with ,3≥s  we define two sequences nG  

and :nH  

{ }













+=

<≤=

≥==

.

,0,

,1000

nsGH

niHGmexG

nntegeriforandHG

nn

iin  (8) 

Then 

(1) Both nG  and nH  are strictly increasing sequences. 

(2) nn GH >  for integer .1≥n  

(3) { }.2,11 ∈− −nn GG  

(4) { }.12,11 ++∈− − ssHH nn  Moreover, 11 +=− − sHH nn  if and 

only if 12;1 11 +=−=− −− sHHGG nnnn  if and only if .21 =− −nn GG  

(5) For integers ,0≥> in  we have 

.inininin HGGGHHGH −≥−>−≥−   (9) 
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Proof. (1) By the definition of mex, nG  is strictly increasing 

sequence. Also for ( ) .01,1 11 >+−=−≥ −− nnnn GGsHHn  

(2) The condition 3≥s  gives nnn GnsGH >+=  for .1≥n  

(3) By (1), nG  is strictly increasing sequence, i.e., .01 >− −nn GG  If 

,21 >− −nn GG  then 

{ },0,mex21 111 nHGGGGG nnnn <≤=<+<+< −−− kkk  

i.e., { }.0,2,1 11 nHGGG nn <≤∈++ −− kkk  Then 2,1 11 ++ −− nn GG  

,1
0 kk

Hn∪ −
=

∈  i.e., there exist two integers { }1,,1,0, −∈ nti …  with it >  

such that 11 += −ni GH  and .21 += −nt GH  Now, =−= it HH1  

( ) ( ) ,11 >+≥−+− sitGGs it  giving a contradiction. Hence, 1−− nn GG  

{ }.2,1∈  

(4) If ,11 =− −nn GG  then ( ) .1111 +=+−=− −− sGGsHH nnnn  If 

,21 =− −nn GG  then ( ) .12111 +=+−=− −− sGGsHH nnnn  

(5) The condition 3≥s  gives ( ) ( ) .ininin GGinGGsHH −>−+−=−  

By (2), we have inininin HGGGHHGH −≥−>−≥−  for integers 

.0≥> in  

The proof is completed.   

Theorem 6. Given ( ) sxxf =  with ,3≥s  by ( )sKP  we denote the set 

of all P-positions of .KΓ  Then 

(A) For 2=K  and ,3≥s  

( ) {( ) ( )},,,,
0

2 nnnn
n

GHHGs ∪
∞

=

=P  (10) 

where nG  and nH  are determined by Equation (8). 
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(B) For 3≥K  and ,3≥s  

( ) ( ),2 ssK PP =   (11) 

where ( )s2P  is determined by Equation (10). 

Proof of (A). 

(A.1) Every move from any position ( )su 2P∈  results in a position 

not in ( )s2P  by any legal move of .2T  Let ( )nn HGu ,=  be a position in 

( ).2 sP  

(1) Similar to the proof of Fact I of Theorem 3, Lemma 5(1) means 
that ( ) ( )iinn HGHGu ,, →=  can not be a legal move of Type I. 

(2) Suppose that ( ) ( )iinn HGHGu ,, →=  with ni <≤0  be a move 

of Type II. By Lemma 5(5), we have ≥−>−≥− ininin GGHHGH  

in HG −  for integers .0≥> in  So, we need only consider the following 

two possibilities: 

(2.1) ( ) ( )iinn HGHG ,, →  with 0>−= in GGk  and .0>−= in HH  

Then 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ,kkk >==−>−+−=−= fsGGsinGGsHH ininin   (12) 

which contradicts ( ).0 kk fl <≤<  

(2.2) ( ) ( )iinn GHHG ,, →  with in HG −=2k  and .2 in GH −=  It 

follows from Lemma 5(2) and Equation (12) that 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,2222 kkk >==−≥−>−≥−= fsHGsGGsHHGH inininin  

which contradicts ( ).0 222 kk f<≤<  

(3) Suppose that ( ) ( )iinn HGHGu ,, →=  with ni <≤0  be a move 

of Type III: ( )11, BA  or ( )., 22 BA  
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By Equation (9) and 11 BA <  and ,22 BA <  we need only consider 

two cases: 

(3.1) inj GGA −=  and inj HHB −=  for some { }.2,1∈j  Then 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,jjinininj BsAGGsinGGsHHB ==−>−+−=−=  giving a 

contradiction. 

(3.2) inj HGA −=  and inj GHB −=  for some { }.2,1∈j  Then 

( ) ( ) .jjininininj BsAHGsGGsHHGHB ==−≥−>−≥−=  This is 

a contradiction. 

(A.2) For any position ( ) ( ),, 2 syxu P∈/=  we can move from u to 

( )sv 2P∈  by a legal move of .2Γ  

Without loss of generality, we assume .0 yx ≤≤  If ,0=> xy  then 
we move ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )syyx 20,0,0, P∈→=  by a legal move of Type I. For 

,1≥≥ xy  we have either nGx =  or nHx =  for some integer .1≥n  

Case (i) .nHx =  Now .nn GHxy >=≥  We move ( ) ( )yHyx n ,, =  

( ) ( ),, 2 sGH nn P∈→  by taking 0>− nGy  tokens from the heap of size y. 

Case (ii) .nGx =  Now nHy ≠  and we proceed by distinguishing 

four possibilities: (1) ;nHy >  (2) ;1−= nHy  (3) ;1−<≤ nn HysG      

(4) .nn sGyxG <≤=  

(1) .nHy >  We can move ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sHGyGyx nnn 2,,, P∈→=  by 

taking 0>− nHy  tokens from the heap of size y. 

(2) .1−= nHy  We move 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,1,, 211 sHGHGyx nnnn P∈→−= −−  

with 1−−= nn GGk  and .1 1−−−= nn HH  This is a legal move of Type 

III: 
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Indeed, ( ) .1 11 ksGGsHH nnnn =−=−−= −−  By Lemma 5(3), 

{ }.2,11 ∈−= −nn GGk  If ,1=k  then 1A=k  and .1Bs ==  If ,2=k  

then 2A=k  and .2 2Bs ==  Both are legal moves of Type III. 

(3) .1−<≤ nn HysG  We move 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,,, 2 sHGyGyx iin P∈→=  

where in GG −=k  and iHy −=  and .1+−= nsGyi  We will show 

that this is a legal move of Type II. Note that .011 >≥+−= nsGyi  It 

suffices to check the following facts: 

(a) .0>k  Indeed, 1−< nHy  implies that 11 −<+−= nn HsGyi  

.1 nsGn =+−  Thus .0>−= in GGk  

(b) .k≥  Now .1 isGy n +−=  Then ( )isGisGHy ini +−+−=−= 1  

( ) .131 kk ≥−≥−−= in GGs  

(c) .ks<  By (b), we have ( ) .1 ksGGs in <−−=  

(4) .nn sGyxG <≤=  We move ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),0,0,, 2 syGyx n P∈→=  

by a legal move of Type II: ( ).0 kk fsGyG nn =<=≤=<  

Proof of (B). KΓ  is obtained by adjoining to 2Γ  the moves 

( ).,3 kk BAK
i∪ =

 We show that the addition of these moves leaves the       

P-positions of 2Γ  invariant. The proof is based on Theorem 6(A). 

(B.1) Every move from any position ( )su 2P∈  results in a position 

not in ( )s2P  by any legal move of .KΓ  

Let ( )nn HG ,  be a position in ( ),2 sP  the proof of (A.1) in Theorem 6 

implies that ( )nn HGu ,=  lands in a position not in ( )s2P  by any legal 

move of Types I or II, or two moves ( )11, BA  and ( )22, BA  of Type III. It 

suffices to show that the move ( ) ( ),,, iinn HGHG →  for every 

,0≥> in  can not be ( )kk BA ,  for any integer { }.,,4,3 K…∈k  
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Suppose that there exists an integer { }K,,4,3 …∈k  such that 

in GGA −=k  and .in HHB −=k  Then ( ) +−=−= inin GGsHHBk  

( ) ( ) .kk BsAGGsin in ==−>−  This is a contradiction. 

Suppose that there exists an integer { }K,,4,3 …∈k  such that 

in HGA −=k  and .in GHB −=k  By Lemma 5(2), we have −= nHBk  

( ) ( ) .kk BsAHGsGGsHHG ininini ==−≥−>−≥  This is another 

contradiction. 

(B.2) For any position ( ) ( ),, 2 syxu P∈/=  we can move from u to 

( )sv 2P∈  by a legal move of .KΓ  Let u be a position which is not in 

( ).2 sP  The proof of (A.2) in Theorem 6 implies that we can move from u 

to ( )sv 2P∈  by a legal move of .2Γ  We note that the set of legal moves of 

2Γ  is a subset of legal moves of .KΓ  Hence, we can move from u to 

( )sv 2P∈  by a legal move of .KΓ  

The proof is completed.   
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